
Progent's ProSight Network Audits offer small and mid-size businesses an unbiased assessment of the 
health of their network infrastructure, computers, devices, and applications. Powered by leading remote 
monitoring and management (RMM) platforms, and overseen by Progent's world-class IT experts, 
ProSight Network Audits help you understand how the deployment of your core network assets conform 
to industry best practices. Both the Basic and Advanced versions of ProSight Network Audit services are 
available at a low, one-time cost and deliver immediate benefits such as a cleaner, safer Active Directory 
environment. Both versions also come with a year of remote monitoring. Benefits can include lower cost 
of management, better compliance with data security standards, higher utilization of IT resources, faster 
troubleshooting, more reliable backup/recovery, improved network performance and increased uptime. 
 
Progent’s ProSight Network Audit Basic 
ProSight Network Audit Basic reports on essential server and PC information and can optionally provide 
details on other network attached devices. This low-cost audit includes a year of remote monitoring based 
on Progent's ProSight WAN Watch RMM platform. Within 10 days from the start of the audit, Progent will 
provide you with all details and reports collected by ProSight WAN Watch. These deliverables include the 
Active Directory (AD) Health Check document completed by a Progent Microsoft consultant. The AD 
Health Check report identifies errors and misconfigurations and recommends remediation. 
. 
Progent’s ProSight Network Audit Advanced 
ProSight Network Audit Advanced provides all items included in ProSight Network Audit Basic plus a 
deep-dive, based on ProSight LAN Watch remote monitoring, into information about your Microsoft-
powered servers and workstations. ProSight Network Audit Advanced includes one full year of network 
monitoring based on ProSight LAN Watch, and customers have access to the rich selection of documents 
and reports created by ProSight LAN Watch. 
. 
Active Directory (AD) Health Check 
An unhealthy AD and related services can lead to serious problems including network outages, delays in 
authentication or access to file and print services, data loss, bottlenecks to disaster recovery, security 
vulnerabilities, and poor Internet performance. The Active Directory Health Check includes the installation 
of ProSight WAN Watch discovery tools plus automated network scans and a manual health check. Key 
discovery areas and processes include: 
■ Existing DC roles and placement and physical site layout  
■ IP layout and DHCP  
■ Existing hardware and software inventory  
■ Verify NTFRS/DFSR and group policy replication/configuration  
■ Verify AD replication 
■ Verify DNS/domain/forest zones  
■ Identify stale/lingering objects  
■ Security assessment  
■ Forest/Domain functional levels 
 
Find Out More About ProSight Network Audit Services 
For more information, call 800-993-9400 or send email to Progent at information@progent.com 

A fast and affordable way for small and mid-size businesses to get an 
objective evaluation of the health of their information network 
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ProSight Network Audit Services 
BASIC FEATURES 
■ Essential server and PC info 

collected by the ProSight WAN 
Watch RMM platform  

■ One year of remote monitoring 
via ProSight WAN Watch 

■ Active Directory Health Check 
with suggestions for fixes 

■ 10-day turnaround from the 
start of the audit 

■ Low one-time cost covers audit 
and one year of monitoring 

ADVANCED FEATURES 
■ All features included with the 

ProSight Network Audit Basic 
service 

■ Detailed information about 
Microsoft-powered servers and 
workstations 

■ Access to the extensive report 
library of ProSight LAN Watch 

■ One year of remote monitoring 
via ProSight LAN Watch 

BENEFITS 
■ Active Directory Health Check 

can eliminate unused or stale 
accounts to improve security 
and compliance, simplify IT 
management, and enhance 
network performance 

■ Extensive reporting help you 
understand how to increase 
the business value of your 
information network  

■ ProSight remote monitoring 
with automatic asset updates 
speeds up troubleshooting and 
lowers IT management costs 

■ Improve disaster recovery by 
continually verifying the health 
of backup/restore components 

■ Ultra-affordable introduction to 
state-of-the-art IT management 
solutions 

Microsoft & Cisco 
Certified Partner 


